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Ab initio I -V characteristics of short C20 chains
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We have calculated theI -V characteristics of short chains of C20 molecular cages between Al and Au leads
with anab initio formalism. The results indicate that a linear chain of such molecules acts primarily asmetallic
nanowires. The transmission, however, depends sensitively both on the orientation and distance between the
individual C20 molecules. Transport through the molecular chains is accompanied by a significant amount of
charge transfer, which remains localized at the electrode/molecular interface.
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The recent advent of nanometer electro-mechanical
tems ~NEMS! has attracted considerable attention, both
practical application purposes and as a fundamental are
research.1–7 Despite the impressive progress achieved,
physics of many important issues still needs to be resol
before NEMS becomes a viable technology. For exam
inherent in the problem of quantum transport through NEM
is the strong coupling between theatomicand theelectronic
degrees of freedom. At a trulymolecular scale, how then
does the coupling of the different functional units effect t
electron transport? What is the role of the electro
molecular interaction? Which factors critically influence cu
rent flow? All these questions need a thorough investiga
in order to gain fundamental understanding of the opera
of NEMS devices.

In this paper, we report on anab initio investigation of
these issues for a NEMS device consisting of a short chai
C20 cages between atomistic Al and Au leads. This choic
motivated by the recent fabrication of fullerene-based NE
devices such as the C60-amplifier.1 Because the C20 cage is
thesmallestfullerene, it represents a useful model for prot
typical fullerene-based devices that are at the same time
merically tractable. The C20 cage is the ground-state structu
of the C20 clusters, within density-functional theory.8,9 It has
a relatively small gap of 0.96 eV between highest occup
molecular orbital~HOMO! and lowest unoccupied molecula
orbital ~LUMO! and a chain of them provides insight as
how molecules may, or may not, act as resistors when
ranged in series. Our main results are the following. Surp
ingly, the chains display current-voltage (I -V) characteristics
similar to that of metallic nanowires. However, depending
the relative orientation of the C20 molecules with respect to
each other, the chains display either a strong or weak de
dence on the number of molecules in the chains, which m
be understood in terms of the formation of an effective tu
neling barrier. Transmission through the chains is also c
acterized by a considerable amount of charge transfer f
the electrodes to the cages, which depends strongly on
type of electrode material and the electrode/molecular
tance.

The C20 fullerene ~CF! consists of twelve pentagons a
ranged in a cage structure, as shown in Fig. 1. To constru
C20 chain, many different atomistic arrangements are p
0163-1829/2001/65~4!/041401~4!/$20.00 65 0414
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sible, but for simplicity we have concentrated on t
following.10 The chains are characterized by two importa
lengths: the electrode/C20 distanced1, and the distanced2
between each of the C20 molecules. In terms of the molecula
orientation, we have focused on the two cases shown in
1. The molecules are arranged such that the C atoms
either directly opposite~top configuration CF1! as is charac-
teristic of polymerized fullerenes,11 or maximally incommen-
surate with respect to each other~lower configuration CF2!.

To calculate theI -V curves, we made use of a recent
developed formalism12 that combines the Keldysh nonequ
librium Green’s functions~NEGF!13,14 with pseudopotential-
based real-spaceab initio density-functional theory.15 The
main advantages of this approach are~i! a proper treatmen
of the open-boundary conditions for the system as approp
ate for quantum transport under an external bias voltage;~ii !
an atomistic treatment of the electrodes; and~iii ! a self-
consistent calculation of the charge density via NEG
thereby incorporating the effects of both thescatteringand
boundstates present in the system. Details about this m
odology can be found in Ref. 12.

Figure 2 shows theI -V curves for the short C20 chains,
with up to four molecules, coupled to either Au or Al-~100!
leads. All of theI -V curves have a significant nonzero slop
indicating conduction. Hence, to first order, all the chains
as metallic nanowires. However, there are some differen
in the results as obtained via CF1 and CF2. First, give
similar d1 from the electrodes, theI -V characteristics for

FIG. 1. Atomic configuration of thecentral scattering region of
a typical chain oftwo C20 molecules between Al~100! leads: ~a!
CF1; ~b! CF2. The arrow marks the intermolecular distanced2.
©2001 The American Physical Society01-1
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chains in CF1 have a somewhat larger slope, as compare
those in CF2. This may be understood in terms of a lar
overlap, and, therefore, a better coupling betwen the orb
on the different C20 molecules in CF1. For the most part, fo
chains with C20’s in CF2, theI -V curves are very similar
lying virtually on top of each other. The exception to th
appears to be that of a single C20 molecule coupled to Au
leads, which has a very much larger slope than all the o
curves. This slope is, however, comparable to what is
tained for longer chains in CF1 between Au leads. Simila
the results for the CF2 chains, theI -V curves in this case ar
virtually identical, although there is a bit of a numerical d
viation for the four C20 chain under positive bias voltage
Nevertheless, the overall behavior of these curves is q
similar. For Al leads, there is a reduction in the slopes, t
manifests itself primarily under larger biases. For the sma
biases, the curves for thethreeand four molecules are quite
similar and overlap. Hence, in general, there appears to b
dramatic reduction in theI -V slopes as the number of mo
ecules is progressively increased.

This result is somewhat surprising, generally speak
one would expect the formation of an effective barr
through which the electrons need to tunnel. The presenc
such barriers would definitely lead to a strong leng
dependent resistive behavior. However, there is no clear
dence of such a barrier. These results, therefore, differ, w
the exception of Al in CF1, from the previously analyze
cases of linear C chains,16,17 which are characterized by sig
nificant variations in theI -V slopes as the number o
C-atoms is increased, along with even-odd oscillations in
I -V curves.16,17

Quantum transport through the C20 cages is accompanie
by a significant charge transfer from the electrodes to
molecules, which acts not only to align the Fermi level of t
system, but also builds up a Schottky barrierlike struct
through the formation of an interface dipole. Such cha
doping has previously been noted for the case of chains

FIG. 2. I -V signatures of short C20 chains between Au~left
panel! and Al ~right panel! with C20’s in CF1. Here circles, squares
diamonds, and triangles indicate one, two, three, and four C20 mol-
ecules in the chain, respectively. The insets show the correspon
results for chains in CF2.
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atoms coupled to Jellium leads.16 However, our use of
atomic leads allows us to investigate this process in det
Analysis shows that for the C20 chains, more than 90% of th
transmission takes place through the LUMO states, wh
are partially filled because of the charge transfer. The amo
of charge transferred depends both upon the electrode m
rial and the distanced1. As shown in Fig. 3 for Al leads, the
amount of charge transferred is greatest when the molec
are closest to the lead, where it comprises about 12% of
total charge on a single-C20 molecule. This transferred
charge decreases rapidly with distance, and ultimately co
to represent only about 2.5% of the total charge. These r
tively large variations in the charge transfer with distan
manifests itself in the very sensitive behavior ofI -V curves:
even very small changes ind1 can lead to significant change
in the slopes of theI -V curves, which essentially interpolat
between the results obtain with CF1 and CF2.

Table I summarizes the amount of charge transferred
each of the C20 molecules within the different chains. First,
is clear that there are onlysmall variations as a function o
the bias voltage. Second, the amount of charge transferre
mostly independentof the number of molecules in a give
chain, and the internal C20 conformation CF1 or CF2. This is
a reflection of the internal charge distribution within th
chains. Almost all of the transferred charge is located on
C atoms closest to each of the electrodes, where they f
significant multipoles. As expected, while there is anin-
creasein the C-atom charges, there is a corresponding cha
depletion for electrode atoms closest to the C20 molecules
that almost exactly cancel each other. At the lowest order,
charge distribution is characterized by its dipole moment,
which typical magnitudes of 20.2, 14.0, and 12.0 D are o
tained for Al leads and distancesd150.53,1.85, and 3.44 Å
respectively. However, it must be emphasized that all of
charge distribution have a significant quadrupole momen
well, whose contributions to the interface potential appe
to be significant. Finally, note that only a small amount of t

ing

FIG. 3. Charge transferred as a function of distance~in Ang-
stroms!. Here the solid circles indicate results for a single C20 mol-
ecule between Al~100! leads as a function ofd1. The open circles
denote the charge transferred to themiddlemolecule of a three C20

chain as a function of the intermolecular distanced2.
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transferred charge,;0.5e, is associated with all of theinter-
nal C20 molecules. Since such molecules are relatively
away from the electrodes, this charge is mostlyindependent
of the electrode characteristics. It does, however, dep
very weakly ond2 as summarized in Fig. 3.

As may be expected, transport through the chains is q
sensitive to the intermolecular distanced2, especially when
the molecules are in configuration CF1. Figure 4 shows so
typical results for two C20 molecules between Al leads
When the distance between the two molecules is very cl
there is relatively little transport through device with a fl
I -V curve. As the C20’s are moved further apart, the slopes
the I -V curves increases and the device displays full meta
behavior that is maximal at a distance of;2.4 Å. Increas-
ing the distance even further leads to a general decreas
the conductance, with theI -V curves even displaying som
characteristics of negative differential resistance beginnin
;3.2 Å. Ultimately, the signal disappears as the over
between the wave functions vanish. Note also that the
crease from the maximal value is nonmonotonic, when
negative differential resistance behavior begins to mani
itself, i.e., the slope for larger distance of 3.18 Å is actua
higher than the preceding one at 2.66 Å, as shown in Fig
A detailed analysis of the transport shows that these va
tions are due to changes in the transmission eigenvalues
function of distance. For all the devices, transmission ta
place predominantly through the LUMO states whose c

TABLE I. Excess charge on each C20 molecule for different
atomistic leads and bias voltages. The molecules are oriente
CF2, and have parametersd151.31 (1.10) Å andd252.42 Å for
Al ~Au!, respectively.

Al leads Au leads
Voltage ~V! 20.408 10.408 20.408 10.408

One C20 6.59 6.58 7.71 7.68

Two C20 3.02 3.06 4.52 4.47
3.03 3.07 4.50 4.50

Three C20 3.01 3.01 4.47 4.52
0.49 0.54 0.55 0.58
3.06 3.14 4.55 4.57

Four C20 3.00 2.99 4.48 4.51
0.45 0.50 0.55 0.61
0.45 0.51 0.54 0.62
3.05 3.13 4.50 4.48
ys
,
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pling to the scattering states of the system first increases,
then decreases with distance as reflected in theI -V curves.
Finally, we note that negative differential resistance in m
lecular devices have been observed experimentally in a n
ber of systems,2,18,19and we refer interested readers to the
and to Ref. 17 that reports a theoretical analysis of it
carbon atomic wires.

In summary, we have investigated quantum transp
through paradigmatic NEMS devices consisting of chains
C20 cages withab initio simulations. Our results indicate tha
these molecules act largely as quantum nanowires, wh
I -V characteristics depend only weakly on the number
molecules in the chains. While there are some changes f
differing number of molecules in CF1, no such changes
observed when they are in CF2. Transport through the ch
is also accompanied by a significant transfer of charge fr
the metal to the molecules themselves, with most of
charge being localized at the electrode-C20 interface. We ex-
pect that the features explored here will be generic to ot
NEMS systems, particularly ones consisting of oth
fullerenes and nanoclusters.

We thank Vincent Meunier for valuable discussions, a
acknowledge financial support from NSERC of Canada a
FCAR of Quebec~H.G.!; and DOE~C.R.!. We also thank the
North Carolina Supercomputing Center~NCSC! for exten-
sive computer support.
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FIG. 4. I -V characteristics of a two C20 chain in CF1 as a func-
tion of intermolecular distanced2. The values ofd2 are as follows:
filled circles, 1.62 Å; filled squares, 1.88 Å; filled diamond
2.14 Å; filled triangles, 2.4 Å; open triangles, 2.66 Å; ope
squares, 3.18 Å; open circles, 3.7 Å. Parameterd151.32 Å is
fixed.
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